2017/2018 Strategic Priorities
An analysis review of overall recorded crime together with an evaluation of responses from public engagement identifies the key
priorities for the Tendring Community Safety Partnership should be the following:
1.
Tackling Anti Social Behaviour and Acquisitive Crime
Identifying and support repeat and vulnerable victims. Identify hotpot locations and / or spikes in crime trends. Improve perceptions and
facilitate local problem solving to address issues.
2.
Protecting Vulnerable People from Hidden Harms
Identifying and supporting repeat and vulnerable victims, educating both young and older people and encouraging proactive reporting of
hate crime and domestic abuse. There will also be a clear emphasis on emerging issue of gangs and youth violence, Child Sexual
Exploitation, Preventing Violent Extremism, Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking and substance misuse (These are often termed
“Hidden Harms). The CSP will aim to increase the understanding and awareness of the hidden harms our communities face, and
encourage those who are suffering to come forward and seek help from the partnership.
Current risks within Tendring do not come from the more traditional crimes, but from hidden harms as described above.
3.
Reduce Reoffending
Reduce youth offending and reoffending of adults and young people, thereby reducing instances of domestic burglary, most serious
violence, personal robbery and drug offences.
Reoffending affects families and communities and by reducing it we can help increase community cohesion and improve their quality of
life. The fear of crime whether real or perceived can also have a very serious impact upon people and communities. Reducing
reoffending can help build safer communities and increase public confidence in the criminal justice system.
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Underpinning the above strategic priorities will be effective partnership working, the partnership will also work together to meet
emerging local threats and trends. This will be achieved by sharing information and data to identify emerging issues, work together to
devise and deliver local solutions and target resources accordingly.
This plan shows the priorities for Tending Community Safety Partnership (CSP) for 2017 - 2018.
The priorities have been identified through our Strategic Assessment of crime which involved a detailed analysis of crime, intelligence
and public consultation.
The Annual Partnership Plan is supported by funding streams that are collectively pooled together to maximise their impact upon crime
reduction.
The Strategic Assessment and Partnership Plans will be refreshed each year to reflect changing priorities, new key issues and
emerging crime trends within our communities. This will assist the CSP and its partner agencies to achieve their objectives.
The detailed Partnership Plan set out below, details actions to achieve targets set for our top priorities. However, these may be subject
to change if other more urgent crime reduction priorities are identified and need to be addressed or actioned by the CSP.
The delivery of the interventions set out under each of the Key Priorities, managed by Tendring District Council’s Community Safety
Manager in partnership with all other agencies, statutory and voluntary.
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Tackling Anti Social Behaviour and Acquisitive Crime
Identifying and support repeat and vulnerable victims. Identify hotpot locations and / or spikes in crime trends. Improve perceptions and
facilitate local problem solving to address issues.
Intervention

Inputs/Funding

Outcomes /Measurement

What do we want to
achieve?

How are we going to achieve this?

How will we know we have been
successful?

1.1

Lead Agency /
Officer

Crackdown
on ASB

CS Hub –
Tasking Chair

I

ASB and Acquisitive Crime
as standing agenda item at
Hub Tasking

Monthly Tasking meetings – standing
item on the agenda to allow all
partners to bring incidences of ASB
and Acquisitive Crime to the
Partnership Hub.

Increase the number of agencies
discussing ASB and crime.

To engage with our partners
and communities to identify
specific hotspots for anti
social behaviour and take
remedial action to tackle
them.

Anti-social behaviour problems will be
identified at Hub tasking process and
through liaison with partner agencies.

Success will be monitored through
Monthly CSP Hub Tasking meetings.

Ensure intelligence and information is
fully utilised to combat ASB and Crime
throughout Tendring.

Monitored through Hub Tasking
process – Multi Agency Approach to
tackling ASB and Crime.

Teams and other partner
agencies) to identify
specific hotspots and adopt
a coordinated approach to
tackling ASB and crime.

PCC Priority

Reduce the incidents of ASB, , and
Crime within Tendring.

I
Identification of Repeat Callers
Reduce and prevent ASB
using the Victim, Offender,
Location Problem Profile to
identify repeat victims and

Analytical work to be carried out by
CSP Analyst, to identify hotspots and
vulnerable victims.

Identification of repeat victims
Identification of repeat offenders
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offenders
Identification of hotspot areas
ASB Frequent Callers –
STORM and IDOX
Operation Insight Zones

The Insight Maps will be shared via
email circulation with partners and
requests made for hotspot areas to be
patrolled or passed through by
members as part of their own
organisational role.

Monthly circulation of Operation Insight
Circles
Discussion at Hub Tasking Meeting

1.2
Linked to 1.1 above
Use ASB Powers to
collectively tackle ASB

Use tools and powers within
appropriate agencies remit to tackle
incidences of ASB.

Increase the number of powers / tools
used in the ASB Act 2014 ie:

Crackdown
on ASB

All relevant
partners – Hub
Tasking

Crackdown
on ASB

CS Hub –
Tasking
Chairperson

PSPO’s
CPN’s
CBO’s
Dispersal Powers
Closure Orders etc

ASB & Policing Act 2014 –
New Tools and Powers

1.3
To initiate a programme of
media opportunities to
promote ‘good news’
articles and crime reduction
achievements to reduce fear
of crime and promote
Tendring CSP and CS Hub.

Develop a folder of positive press
releases for 2017 - 18 to neutralise
the negative press articles on crime,
and ASB which increase fear of crime.

Increase numbers of press articles
used by local media.

Produce regular CSP stories in local
press.

Joint working with all partners

Utilise the work and successes of
CSP to promote a greater sense of
feeling safer and that community
issues are being actioned and

Check daily and weekly news article,
scan and save in folder on computer
Community Messaging
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resolved.
Monthly updating of Tendring CSP
website / Facebook Page and Twitter
Account.
Link CSP website to CS Hub /
Community Policing webpage.
1.4
To deliver 2 Days of Action
in the community, based on
intelligence received in a
specific area.

Enforcement Action and partner
activity to address incidents of ASB
and Crime.

Repeat locations or repeat offenders

ALL PCC
PRIORITIES

2 per year to be discussed at Hub

All partners to
be involved –
Lead TDC /
Essex Police

Tasking process will allocate resources
to Days Of Action
.
1.5
Firebreak Project (Inclusion
Ventures)

Deliver Firebreak Course for young
people from the Percy King Estate in
West Clacton or the Brooklands area
in Jaywick

5 day course

Crackdown
on ASB

ECFRS

12 participants
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Protecting Vulnerable People from Hidden Harms
Identifying and supporting repeat and vulnerable victims, educating both young and older people and encouraging proactive reporting of
hate crime and domestic abuse. There will also be a clear emphasis on emerging issue of gangs and youth violence, Child Sexual
Exploitation, Preventing Violent Extremism, Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking and substance misuse (These are often termed
“Hidden Harms). The CSP will aim to increase the understanding and awareness of the hidden harms our communities face, and
encourage those who are suffering to come forward and seek help from the partnership.
Intervention

Inputs/Funding

Outcomes /Measurement

What do we want to
achieve?

How are we going to achieve
this?

How will we know we have been
successful?

PCC Priority

Lead Agency

Breaking the
cycle of
Domestic
Abuse

SAFER LIVES

Breaking the
cycle of
Domestic
Abuse

Council
Community
Safety Team

2.1
Domestic Abuse
“The Drive Project”

TENDRING AND
COLCHESTER ARE THE
PILOT AREAS

Our primary aim is to reduce the
number of victims of domestic
abuse by developing a whole
system response that
sustainably changes the
behaviour of perpetrators.
By addressing perpetrators’
behaviour we aim to target the
root cause of domestic abuse
and improve outcomes for
victims and children.

•
•
•
•

Reduce the number of
serial perpetrators of
domestic abuse
Reduce the number of
repeat and new victims
Reduce the harm caused to
victims and children
More effectively address
additional / related harm to
children through earlier
intervention.

2.2
Domestic Abuse Training
J9 Training (including
controlling and coercive
behaviour training)

Continue to be a J9 Facility at
the Town Hall in Clacton –
Further J9 training for those who
were unable to attend last year
including partner agencies

Mop up sessions to front line
Council staff and partner agencies
that require J9 / Controlling
Behaviour and Coercive Control
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2.3
Reduce incidents of Hate
Crime – Liaise with partners
for information and cases
referred for multi agency
intervention.

This type of crime impacts on
the mental and physical health
of victims and their families and
consequently has implications
for a wide range of services.

Support the roll out of more
HIRCS (Hate Crime
Reporting Centres) in
Tendring

Support the Strategic Hate
Crime Panel.

Success will be monitored through
fortnightly tasking meetings

Protecting
children and
vulnerable
people

CS Hub
Tasking
Chairperson

Reports to CS Hub where
appropriate for multi agency
intervention

2.4
To reduce the number of
young people who are
victims of crime.

Deliver a Crucial Crew event

Number of Attendees at Crucial
Crew.

3 Scenarios:




Gangs Awareness
Grooming / Internet
Safety
Healthy Relationships

Local
Priority

Council
Community
Safety Team
and outside
delivery
agencies

Engage year 6 pupils from
primary schools across
Tendring.
2.5
Identify vulnerable people
particularly with learning
disability and offer them
support and assistance
where possible to keep them
free from harm.
Identify older people and

Continue to support the Keep
Safe Scheme in Clacton on Sea
and Harwich and Dovercourt,
Frinton and Walton,
Manningtree and Lawford Town
Centres.

Number of businesses / shops
involved.

Protecting
vulnerable
people

Council
Community
Safety Team

Numbers of people participating in
the scheme
Reduction in levels of ASB / Hate
Crime.
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offer them support and
assistance where possible to
keep them free from harm.

Reduction in victims of crime.

2.6
To reduce the number of
older people who are victims
of crime, and feel safer
within communities.

Deliver Older Persons Crucial
Crew event including scenarios
on avoiding the chances of
becoming a victim of crime and,
also crime reduction and
community safety scenarios.

Number of Attendees at Crucial
Crew.

Protecting
vulnerable
people

Council
Community
Safety Team

Tackling
Gangs and
Organised
Crime

Council
Community
Safety Team

Training for frontline staff

Co-Ordination of local Schools and
professionals in relation to training
on behalf of Gangsline –
Community Safety Officer – SPOC

Training / Awareness raising in
Secondary Schools

Identify approx. 8 young people for
intensive intervention work.

Intervention work with young
people associated with gangs /
gang activity

Attend both the operational and
strategic groups – NeaGP (North
Essex against Gangs Partnership).

Continue to support Operation
Terminus / Raptor – Sharing
Information about potential gang
/ drug activities.

Liaise with Home Office / Institute
of Community Safety in relation to
gangs work in the District.

Engage year 150 older people
from across Tendring.
2.7
Tackle emerging Gang /
Violence & Drugs issues in
the district

TENDRING IS ONE OF THE
PILOT AREAS – GANGSLINE
COMMISSIONED BY OPCC
TO DELIVER THE PROJECT
ACROSS ESSEX – 6 PILOT
AREAS – 2 YEAR
COMMISSIONED PROJECT

Coordinate the Gangsline
project.
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2.8
To provide diversionary
activities for a target group
of people known to the
police and provide targeted
diversionary activities and
adopt a preventative
approach that will directly
contribute to a reduction
crime or ASB.

Continue to support the
Firebreak scheme taking a
preventative and diversionary
approach that will contribute
directly to a reduction of gang
activity within the cohort.

No of people completing the
course.
(i)

1 Session held.

(ii)

12 students entering the
scheme.

Fund 1 Firebreak course with 12
students.

(iii)

85% of students completing
the scheme.

Essex County Fire and Rescue
Service to deliver the course

(iv)

Full evaluation following
completion of the scheme
which includes re-offending
data.

Protecting
Children and
Vulnerable
People

Council
Community
Safety Team

Protecting
Children and
Vulnerable
People from
Harm

CS Manager /
CS Inspector

(v)
2.9
Child Sexual Exploitation /
Exploitation of young people

Regular Information sharing at
MACE Meetings.
MACE Part 1 – Operational –
attended by TDC Community
Safety Officer / Tendring MPLO
MACE Part 2 – Strategic –
attended by CS Manager and
CS Inspector.
Raise awareness within
partnership and TDC re:
exploitation of young people.

Feedback to Hub Tasking and
Force Tasking actions and
initiatives agreed at MACE
Campaign materials sent to TDC
Liscensing Team for Taxi Drivers.
Taxi Drivers Handbook being
distributed through the CSP to all
Taxi drivers in the distict – how to
stay safe and other useful
information..

Promote “I didn’t know
Campaign”
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2.10
PREVENT
Preventing violent
extremism and radicalisation

Regular Information sharing at
County PREVENT meetings.

Feedback to Hub Tasking and
Force Tasking actions and
initiatives agreed re: PREVENT

Protecting
children and
vulnerable
people

CS Manager

Regular Information sharing at
Modern Slavery and Human
Trafficking meetings.

Provide Advice Packs to
professionals and potential victims
of slavery or trafficking

Protecting
children and
vulnerable
people

CS Manager /
CS Inspector

CS Manager and CS Inspector
to discuss at catch up meetings.

Devise Resource Pack for
professionals ie: Hub partners –
work with Stronger Together and
Stop the Traffick

Identify risks and raise
awareness within partnership re:
modern slavery and trafficking
within the district

Roll out training to frontline staff
similar to WRAP.

CS Manager and CS Inspector
to discuss at catch up meetings.
Raise awareness within
partnership re: radicalisation of
people in our district.
Roll out WRAP (Workshops to
raise awareness of
PREVENT)mop up sessions to
all TDC front line staff and offer
to partner agencies, that have
not previously attended.

2.11
Modern Slavery and Human
Trafficking

Promote Countywide Modern
Slavery and Human Trafficking
Campaign
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2.12
Targeted Support
Programme
Teen Talk

Teen Talk aims to provide a
Numbers that have accessed the
programme of targeted early
programme:
intervention, combining both one
to one support and group
 Developed coping
activities for 25 young people
strategies to keep
aged 11 – 25 years in the
themselves safe
Tendring District
 Gain skills that increase
aspirations and future
prospects
 Make positive life choices
that reduce the likelihood of
risk taking behaviour

Protecting
children and
vulnerable
people

Teen Talk –
Quarterly
Report to RAG
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Reduce Reoffending
Reduce youth offending and reoffending of adults and young people, thereby reducing instances of domestic burglary, most serious
violence, personal robbery and drug offences.
Reoffending affects families and communities and by reducing it we can help increase community cohesion and improve their quality of
life. The fear of crime whether real or perceived can also have a very serious impact upon people and communities. Reducing
reoffending can help build safer communities and increase public confidence in the criminal justice system.

Intervention

Inputs/Funding

Outcomes /Measurement

What do we want to
achieve?

How are we going to achieve
this?

How will we know we have been
successful?

EOS to continue with Jaywick
Drop In facility weekly –
Tuesday morning.

Support the EOS project by funding
the project with CSP funds and
assist EOS in looking for funding
opportunities to sustain the project.

PCC Priority

Lead
Agency

ALL
PRIORITIES

EOS –
reporting to
RAG
quarterly.

Safer Essex
Priority

Essex
Community
Rehabilitation
Company

3.1
Support Essex Offender
Service – Jaywick Drop In

CS Team to attend sessions when
possible to provide support to the
service users in relation to
accessing TDC services.

3.2
Support Integrated Offender
Management to ensure all
partners tackle offenders
together

Identify local responses to local
problems, make use of existing
and proven programmes and
governance.

No of offenders being managed by
IOM team.

All PPO’s at high risk of harm
and reoffending are included
within the IOM Cohort for
Tendring
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